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Automating with Fibre-Neth®
AllPlant from Heerhugowaard
propagates material by tissue
culture for perennial plant
growers. Recently, they decided
to automate the sorting process
of their plant material.
Efficiency
Automating the sorting process
results in maximum efficiency,
enormous savings on labour and a
more uniform result.
Mechanised sorting has even more
advantages. Sorting can now be
done earlier, which improves the
quality of the sorting. The sorting
capacity per hour is also increased.
Because of the huge number of
varieties, now more than 450, and
the corresponding different settings,
automated sorting presents the
opportunity to streamline the entire

process. The process will now be
optimised even further. However, the
arrival of the sorting machine has
not done away with all manual tasks.
For now, only the 104-hole plugs are
sorted automatically. The 45-hole
plugs are still sorted by hand. And
not every crop is suitable for
automatic sorting.
Fibre-Neth® plugs
Automating is also possible thanks
to the type of growing medium used
at AllPlant. AllPlant propagates in
104-hole Fibre-Neth® plugs, an airy
plug that becomes well moist but
can also quickly contain enough air
again, resulting in a well-rooted plug
and faster initial plant growth.
Furthermore, Fibre-Neth® plugs are
extremely suitable for handling with
automated systems. The plug’s

compact shape ensures that the
plug remains a plug.

Automated sorting of rooted
Fibre-Neth® plugs

Breakthrough in sustainable organic cultivation
For the last seven years, the
Research & Development team of
Van der Knaap Group has
focused, together with its
partners, on developing a
cultivation system that enables
organic growth independent from
the subsoil.
Development
Karel de Bruijn, the R&D manager at
Van der Knaap, directed the
development of a reactor that
converts proteins into nitrate (NO3)
nitrogen. The nutrient solution
produced by the reactor is free from
organic residues, mould and
bacteria.
NatureFresh Farms
Late last year, Van der Knaap Group

agreed with NatureFresh Farms from
Canada that NatureFresh Farms
would grow sweet peppers
organically using a newly developed
cultivation system from Van der
Knaap. Growing on 70 hectares in
Canada and the USA, NatureFresh
Farms is one of the biggest
vegetable growers in North America.
Both parties recognise the newly
developed cultivation concept as a
sustainable and reliable way to grow
fruiting vegetable crops organically.
In 2018, six hectares of sweet
peppers will be produced using this
concept, with expansion to twelve
hectares in the coming years.
NatureFresh Farms already has
experience with organic cultivation
of sweet peppers, but by
implementing Van der Knaap’s

concept, they aim to increase
productivity and boost quality.

F.l.t.r.: Karel de Bruijn & Ron van der
Knaap (Van der Knaap), John Ketler &
Frank Neufeld (NatureFresh Farms).
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New application Fibre-Neth® plugs

Rooting raspberries in Fibre-Neth®
Van der Knaap Group has successfully used Fibre-Neth® plugs to root raspberry plants. What started
with small-scale trials three years ago, is increasingly gaining an excellent reputation. The use of the
plugs offers a number of technical advantages over rooting in loosely filled trays. In the meantime, softfruit grower Theo Schellekens of Anthé has gained some experience with rooting raspberry plants in
Fibre-Neth®.
Fibre-Neth® plugs
Fibre-Neth® plugs have been used
in horticulture to grow plants such as
bromeliads, orchids, perennials and
tropical plants for some time already.
The plugs are now, however, starting
to gain a reputation as a rooting medium for young raspberry plants.

Good rooting of the plug

The plugs consist of homogeneous
coco peat and have a stable
structure, which retains the physical
properties of the coco.
Properties
The high air content of the medium
combined with the specific properties of the coco peat offers various
advantages when cultivating plants.
The airiness ensures the roots
establish quickly in the plug. Due to
the stable structure and the good
drainage capacity of the plugs, there
is no compaction at the base of the
tray. This makes Fibre-Neth® plugs
suitable for use to harden off plants
outdoors. Theo Schellekens of Anthé
endorses this from his experience:
“When watering, it seems impossible to overwater. The plugs drain
well. Working with Fibre-Neth® plugs
actually required an adjustment in
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our irrigation strategy. After rooting,
we put the raspberry plugs outdoors
on a tray field for hardening off as
soon as possible. Even with a lot of
rainfall, we do not have any damage
because of the good permeability of
the Fibre-Neth® plugs.”
Automating
As the medium dries quickly, nutrients can quickly be used to steer
plant growth. The inclusion of a
high percentage of coco peat in the
substrates used for planting means
a smooth transition from the FibreNeth® plugs and the substrate. This
leads to excellent growth. It appears
that in practical situations these
benefits lead to excellent rooting
results, as well as labour savings as
the plugs can be sorted and potted
automatically. The experiences at
Anthé confirm this. “With Fibre-Neth®,
sorting has become a lot easier. If
we use loose potting soil, the whole
structure falls apart. Especially as
the seedlings still only have one

Rooted Fibre-Neth® plugs

or two rootlets. With Fibre-Neth®,
we can replant the correctly sorted
plantlets back in a tray. The results
are really positive with this medium,
and the convenience of sorting is
important for us.”
Custom-made plugs
Van der Knaap can fill practically any
type of tray and pre-form planting
holes. In addition, drill holes ranging
van 10 mm to 58 mm in diameter
can also be formed in the plugs on
a number of trays. On request, fine
structured coco can be applied to the
drill holes to create a plug with a soft
core, which has the advantage that
the loose coco material at the core of
the plug attaches firmly around the
cutting after it has been planted and
watered.
More information
For more information, please
contact Pascal Boers via
p.boers@vanderknaap.info

Special substrate for the cultivation of Callunas

A customer’s story: Gartenbau Wustmans
Peter Wustmans of Gartenbau Wustmans in Geldern, Germany, has been growing Callunas since the
1980s. In 2008, his son Christian Wustmans entered the company. Nowadays, there is one hectare
under glass and 10.5 hectares outdoors. Five years ago, Wustmans decided to switch to the cultivation
of Beauty Ladies®. Because of the marketing strategy of the Beauty Ladies® group, the image of Calluna
has changed into a modern plant for every lifestyle.
Beauty Ladies®
Wustmans propagates Beauty
Ladies® Calluna in 11, 12 and 13 cm
pots on a container field of nine
hectares. The flowering season of
these so-called bud-flowering
Callunas lasts from early August to
the end of October. In total,
Wustmans grows about 25 different
varieties. He aims to be a reliable
partner for his customers and supply
a consistent top quality so his
customers can rely on him implicitly.
The young plant material of the
Beauty Ladies® comes from supplier
Canders, a specialised company
that values quality highly.

floor is excellent, so the Callunas
never have wet feet. Many Calluna
nurseries use skid-mounted
sprayers, which requires a slight
adjustment of the substrate.

Beauty Ladies® Calluna
facilities to process bales. As soon
as the substrate became available in
bulk, Wustmans immediately
switched to his complete
satisfaction. It is a substrate with a
high air content that drains excess
water very easily, which is a key
attribute for the roots.
Wustmans uses sprinkler irrigation
to ensure all the plants are watered
uniformly. The drainage on the lava

Sales
Every year, Wustmans dispatches
about 1.3 million Callunas. These
are exported to, among others,
Great-Britain, France, Germany and
Scandinavia. Together with three
other Calluna nurseries, Wustmans
also supplies to IKEA, about
400,000 Callunas annually. Because
the plants are displayed in the IKEA
stores straight away, they are treated
before delivery.
Wustmans does not want to become
too dependent, so he prefers to
deliver to a larger number of smaller
retailers rather than to a few large
customers. Only a small part of his
production is auctioned so he
therefore enjoys close contact with
his customers about the trends for
the next season, for example, the
seasonal colours.

Christian Wustmans

Substrate
Since 2017, Wustmans has been
growing in Van der Knaap’s special
Calluna substrate delivered from
Holland Potgrond in Grubbenvorst.
Finding the correct substrate and the
right irrigation and fertilisation
strategy took some doing. They
experimented with different
substrates from different suppliers
for three years, after which trials Van
der Knaap substrate emerged as the
winner. However, this substrate was
only available in bales in the first
instance and they lacked the

Wustmans has 9 ha outdoors
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Rice hulls in arboriculture
Rice hulls are increasingly added
to substrates used in the
arboriculture sector. Rice hulls
ensure for example that the upper
surface of the pots dries faster,
which reduces the likelihood of
moss growth and germination of
weed seeds.
Properties
Rice hulls have excellent physical
properties that increase the air
content in the substrate and improve
drainage. In addition, it is a clean
and homogeneous product. Rice
hulls have - unlike for example a
comparable organic additive such as
wood fibre - a positive effect on the
air content at a low dose.
Furthermore, adding rice hulls to a
peat substrate results in a reduction
of the percentage of easily available
water and the shrinkage percentage.
Custom-made solutions
Van der Knaap is specialised in
custom-made solutions. We are able
to produce all possible potting soil
mixtures with different types of raw
materials. Together with our
customers, we develop an
appropriate product that meets all

their needs and requirements for
cultivation. We make different peat
and/or coco substrates where rice
hulls, perlite, bark or coco fibres are
combined for arboricultural use. We
can also add different types of
nutrients, such as organic, inorganic,
or slow-release fertilisers, resulting
in a high-quality substrate with the
correct structure to meet the
customer’s needs.
Growing Soilutions
Besides the custom-made solutions,
we also offer a number of standard,
stable, airy and well-draining cutting
mediums and seed mixes. These
substrates are included within the
Growing Soilutions line. For almost
all applications in the tree nursery,
there is a suitable Growing
Soilutions substrate.
More information
For more information, feel free to
contact Arie Bax, via 0174-525050
or a.bax@vanderknaap.info

We offer a custom-made substrate that meets growers’ requirements.

Would you like more information about topics in this newsletter?
Simply contact our Public Relations Department: tel. +31 (0)174 296606.
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AG EN DA 201 8
HORTICONTACT
Tuesday 20 to
Thursday 22 February
Evenementenhal, Gorinchem
During Horticontact in Gorinchem, you will find Van der
Knaap Group at stand 240.

HORTIFLOREXPO
Thursday 10 to
Saturday 12 May
Beijing, China
Van der Knaap Group is taking
part in Hortiflorexpo, the largest
international trade fair in the
horticulture and agriculture sector
in China. You can find us in the
Holland Pavilion, stand W1A29.

GREENTECH
Tuesday 12 to
Thursday 14 June
RAI, Amsterdam
This year, the horticultural trade
show GreenTech takes place in
Amsterdam RAI. You will find
Van der Knaap Group at stand
08.322.

CULTIVATE ‘18
Saturday 14 to Tuesday 17 July
Columbus, Ohio, USA
Cultivate ’18 is the most prominent horticultural trade fair in
North America. You can participate in numerous networking
activities and a growing number
of exhibitors is represented. You
will find Van der Knaap Group at
stand #1207.

FOUR OAKS
Tuesday 4 to
Wednesday 5 September
Cheshire, Great Britain
As in previous years, we have
our own stand at the Four Oaks
trade show. You can find us at
stand C50.

group of companies
www.vanderknaap.info

